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Introduction:
As someone who has traveled to parks throughout California, New Jersey,
Quebec, Tennessee, and Illinois, I value urban forestry and ecological
conservation, not only for its value to the health of the community and
ecosystem at large, but also because preserved areas offer an accessible
setting for creative work, a factor of housing which often goes overlooked.
As part of IMSA’s Evolution, Biodiversity, and Ecology class, I have
designed this strategic proposal to increase creative usage of parks in
northern Illinois by means of a scalable photographic competition and
recognition program. By encouraging local landscape and portrait
photographers to utilize rural/suburban forest preserves, wildlife
sanctuaries, and nature centers as the subjects of photography which they
could submit for review and possible online usage, I believe organizations
like the Forest Preserve District of Kane County could engage more
impactfully with the community while receiving free, high-quality media
assets.

Portfolio
A curated set of photos from my experience shooting landscape over
the past three years can be found here:
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https://photos.app.goo.gl/Y7h1qGP1iAmnz8Sg7

This album represents trips through provincial, municipal, county, and
state park systems and tracks my progress as a landscape photographer who
currently leads a state-funded media program at the Illinois Mathematics
and Science Academy. In order to get the program started and encourage
my peers contribute to a landscape competition, I would be more than
happy to volunteer my own photographic skills in order to build up
organizational assets and review photo submissions. I also have experience
with portraiture, event photography, and videography which could help
capture events that recognize photographers who have contributed
meaningfully to the organization with their photos.

Assessment
The program would be considered a success if one advertised
competition yielded significant photographic submissions and led to posting
at least five captioned photos on the organization’s website. The first
competition could have a winter-specific theme or challenge, which would
help introduce to your website winter photography which is often
overlooked and may disincentive off-season recreation. Later competitions
could offer various prizes that would be inexpensive for the conservation
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organization but incredibly meaningful to a photographer like a large print of
their image, online publishing accreditation, or even a recognition event
with awards drawn up. In this way, the initiative I am suggesting could be
scaled to a single program lasting only this winter or a recurring function of
your organization as an annual/quarterly call for photos.
With my experience in landscape photography and connections to
other photographers, I believe I could help in the process of creative review
by ranking photos myself or offering it up to members of IMSA Student
Productions Group. With the organization’s approval, we could select the
most artistically impactful photographs and provide submitting artists with
commentary, a meaningful reward for photographers that does not incur
significant cost to the organization.
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Figure 1: This figure showcases the wealth of preserved areas in Kane County alone and captures a large portion of the locations I
have shot in the past three years.

Annotated sources which have contributed to my interest in this
strategy proposal and provided contextual information
Environmental Commission | Batavia, IL - Official Website. (n.d.). Retrieved November 3, 2019, from
http://www.cityofbatavia.net/environmental
-Another possible partner for this media initiative and the managing body of some of northern
Illinois’ most attended suburban parks.
Visitation Numbers (U.S. National Park Service). (n.d.). Retrieved November 3, 2019, from
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/visitation-numbers.htm
-A study which altered my project’s purpose as I changed my original plan of creating a
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photographic project to honor a park system I have enjoyed to a strategy for increasing park
attendance and impact, especially during the off-season.
Siderelis, C., Moore, R. L., Leung, Y.-F., & Smith, J. W. (2012). A nationwide production analysis of
state park attendance in the United States. Journal of Environmental Management, 99, 18–26.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvman.2012.01.005
-A study which confirmed the comparative success of Illinois’ park systems and gave testament to
the vast percentage of overall land assigned to protected areas, which have me further resolve to
defend the state’s greatest natural resources.
Forest Preserve District of Kane County. (n.d.). Retrieved November 3, 2019, from
https://kaneforest.com/
-The site which facilitated my original interest in this program as this park system has provided the
subjects which have sustained my landscape photography while I am at IMSA as they are easily
accessible and ecologically varied.

Contact Information
bschatteman@imsa.edu
815-762-5835
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